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Student dilemma

Lack of money is only housing problem
by Mary Purves
The housing situation in this city
is either good news or bad, depending which side of the fence you
happen to be on. If you are a student about the only thing you can
find consolation in is the fact that
there is certainly no housing shortage in the region. The Housing Office here on campus is pleased to
report that of 662 rooms available,
all but fourteen spaces in women's
residence have been filled.
Mr. Tony Bergmeier, president
of the Waterloo Regional Apartment Management Association, is
also positive in his assurance that
there is "absolutely ho shortage."
Bergmeier went on to explain that
although no problems were expected again this year, a bottleneck

occuring on September first is
common in light of the 15,000 students who descend on the area and
compose eight to nine percent of
the population. This situation usually levels off early in the year and
by this time usually all students
have found a place to live.

puts of rental housing are rising in
cost every minute, whereas rents
are not. Most landlords, according
to Bergmeier, are being forced to
subsidize their apartments from
their own pockets because the
usual three percent per annum increase in rents doesn't come close

In fact, there is currently a considerable surplus ofavailable rental
units, if you are prepared for a short
hike to 5ch001.... but we can't all

live at the corner of Albert and

King streets can we? The real problem as far as renting goes is not that
the space isn't available but rather,
that as students, we are virtually

to meeting costs.

nonexistent entities.
The Landlord and Tenant Advisory Bureau at the City Hall is set up
to help out in landlord-tenant dis-

putes

by

handling

the

legal

nuances. They don't handle many
student complaints, however,

partly because most students don't
bother to complain, and primarily,
because even if we did bother there
is nothing in the human rights code
to protect a student against dis-

crimination. What this means is,
gang, that it is perfectly legal for
your landlord to charge you a
higher rent than anyone else simply
and solely because you are a stu-

dent. What it also means, in terms
of dollars and cents, is that your
landlord can charge you a rental

Residences full, no housing problem here
enable him to collect
twelve months -rent over an eight
month period. Good news, n'est-ce
pas? If it makes you feel any better
though, if you are one ofthe people
who recently got hit with a twenty
dollar rent increase, all ofthat is a
rate that will

photo by Parton

justifiable increase. It has nothing
to do with whether or not you are a
student, everyone is stuck with an
increase in heat, hydro, and taxes.
Bergmeier felt it was important
that people realize City Hall is hiding behind the landlords. The in-

The whole issue ofrents and rent
controls has become a major political football, but no one seems to
have a reasonable suggestion for
sensible controls. New York,
Montreal, Vancouver, and Boston
have proven to us all that rent controls are the fastest way to create a
slum, discourage an industry, encourage a blackmarket... the dismal results of rent controls are too
numerous to mention.
Since there is no shortage of
housing in Kitchener-Waterloo,
that isn't a worry, but you might

like to ponder for a moment on the
state ofthe economy, or better still
sitback and think about how itfeels
to be the only minority who's interests no one protects.

Student Placement: It's there, use it
by Margaret Stone
If you are ever wandering down
in the depths down by the Housing
Office you may stumble into a small
unnoticable office. Surprised, you
willfind yourself with Horace Braden in the Student Placement and
Loans Office. You don't need a
loan and you're not in Business so
obviously you're lost. Not true

—come in and talk with Braden
about this Laurier Myth.
Contrary to popular belief the
student Placement Office helps
non-business students in their
search for jobs. We are so accus-

tomed to seeing the Business kids
in suits on the day oftheir interview
that we non-business students
never have approached the office
for our benefit.
Braden regrettingly admits that
the greatest percentage of businesses that use these facilities are after
graduating Business students.
These qualifications are not set by
Braden's Office but by the firms
working through the office. Braden
explains that "the emphasis on business students is done by the industry not us (Student Placement Office)". He has tried with limited

favourable results to sway firms
into considering other nonbusiness students for certain positions.
Firms use the type of degree obtained by an individual to screen
students for their own purposes. It
is expensive for firms to use this
university service, so they choose
to be selective in their requirements. There are a small percentage of firms which will take a student of any discipline. They are
usually banks and the retail trade
which are usually looking for management trainees.

photo by wells

Plans are underway to beautify the concourse with a pine wood kiosk that will do triple duty as
information centre, planter (hopefully with live plants), and bench seats.
Master Graphics drew up the design at a cost of $125. The kiosk, if built will cost $2,273.16. It will be
hexagonal in shape, seven feet six inches tall and eleven feet in diameter. The glass windows in the
centre will have corkboard behind them for the posting of notices by different student groups; this will
leave veryfew posters going up to clutter the walls ofthe concourse. It is hoped thatfuture years will see
the installation of pine benches all the way around the concourse.
The matter has been taken to thePresident's Council in the hopes that the University can see its way
clear to help with expenses.

To make graduating students

aware of this Placement service,

the needs and qualifications of his
profession in the job world. Aid is

the office sends out form letters. also given when a student isn't sure
Contained in these letters are the of how to write a resume; isn't sure
names of the firms setting up interof his general career leanings and
views and the date on which the additional career councilling.
Braden believes "that there is a
interview is to be held. It is then the
shocking number of graduate stustudents responsibility, if interested, to contact the office to dents who don't know where they
find out what position is looking to are going." These are the students
befilled and then set up a time to be who should go down to the Student
interviewed. There are two ways a Placement Office and just browse
firm can interview applicants. The around in its numerous pamphlets.
first is to ask for a resume and from Many students have no idea of
these select the ones to be inter- where they will go once out of
viewed. It is the firms responsibilLaurier and believe that once out,
ity to send out letters of confirmajobs will leap at them. Not so says
tion or rejection. The confirmed Braden, there students are wishing
student then comes down to the for
"Happen-chance"
jobs.
Student Placement Office to set up Further, Braden feels "that stuan interview time.
dents must bear a responsibility to
The second way of interviewing themselves."
In order to inform the students
is to ask Braden's office to get X
Braden's office has set up a "mininumber of students to be interviewed for a certain position. From course" in career planning. There
here it is a first come, first served will be a number of such meetings
with regards to getting an interview inJanuaryand February. Theseare
time. From there on it is out of the aimed at freshmen to make them
aware that after three or four years,
university's hands. Braden stresses "we do not screen in this they must select a future career.
office—it is that particular The student needs to think and plan
a career. These students should try
company's job."
and gather dataand narrow it down
Braden urges and encourages
of just falling into any job
graduating students to search for instead
upon graduation.
own.
He
admits that
jobs on their
Braden says that he is not an exthe 'on campus' recruiting program
but it is his feelings that "one
pert
is very limited.
of the reasons for job discontentThe student Placement Office is ment after university graduation is
not only there to set up job interthat insufficient thought has been
views but also to help the students put into a career which the student
personal job needs. Many graduatwants." Students who ramblefrom
ing students still are not sure of job to job are labelled as "grasswhat they want or can be. Students
hoppers" and are frowned upon in

are encouraged to isolate their own
career interests. Then the student
must set up his own career goals in
, terms of
priorities.

Once the student has narrowed
down his career he can come to the
office for further information. Here

the students will be made aware of

the working world. Your initial job
selection is very important. It is not
necessary to stay with a job you
dislike but remember to give it a
sufficient chance. There is no easy
way to decide on a job so this decision should not be taken lightly.
continued on page 3
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Equal Pay
Equal Work

A light white wine in a
classic black bottle.
Imported from Germany.

REGINA (CUP)—The University
of Regina has appealed a recent
Human Rights Commission ruling
following a lengthy dispute overjob
classification ofwomen cleaners allegedly doing similar work as men
caretakers, but at a substantially
reduced wage.
Similarity between the two positions prompted the investigation
under the recent equal pay for
equal work legislation early last

Quite affordable.

Quite unforgettable.

year.

Both the University ofSaskatchewan, Saskatoon and the University of Regina faced the same
charges of sex discrimination.
The U ofS conceded that the two
positions ofcleaner and caretaker
were similar enough to warrant
equal pay, but U of R administration failed to comply with the demands for job reclassification.
All cleaners are women who
work four hours a day. Caretakers
are men' who work eight hour
shifts.
"Women are assigned the same
tasks and the same area to clean in
four hours as the men clean in
eight," maintains one source who
wishes to remain anonymous because of her position in the
ing negotiations.
The difference between the two
positions at the Regina campus is
$155 a month with each woman receiving back pay of approximately
$1800 if the reclassification is enforced.
While there are four pay levels
within the caretaker position,
cleaners receive no pay increase
due to seniority. A woman could
clean for 20 years and receive no
increase due to her seniority, while
a caretaker receives an automatic
increase after one year of service.
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loves
I Arandas. j
Mix in a blender or shaker with
crushed ice and strain into a chilled
VA oz. ArandasTequila
1 ozTriple Sec
glass that has" had the rim moistened
Juice of V 2lime or lemon with fruit rind and dipped in salt.
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If a caretaker is absent from

work, his job is done by paid replacement. When a cleaner is absent, theother women are expected
to pitch in and do the extra work
without compensation.
The cleaners are largely middleaged women who are not anxious to
forfeit what pension they have accumulated and start looking for
another job.
The University has hired no
women cleaners since 1973 when
the equal pay legislation was introduced. As women quit, their positions are eliminated.
Three other major employers of
women in Regina face similar
charges and are waiting the outcome of these hearings.
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Co-operative Option in Business
Administration application forms
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available in Rm. 205. In order
to be considered for this option
applications must be filed by
November 1.
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Save tliTs recipe'and watch Tor others.
|
To get your Arandas Tequila recipe book write:
I
tArandas Recipes, Box U, 1201 Sberbrpoke Street West, Montreal*
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Women in the Ministry
by Judy Robinson

While
Mardi
interviewing
Krusemark, one of the two fulltime female students at Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary, several of the
male seminarians couldn't resist
the temptation to tell me what they
thought. A dark head peered
around the door ofMardi's room in
Leopold. Soon three male candidates were airing out the room.
' 'He thinks she should go into the
ministry."

"Qh brother," came the mock-

ing reply.

"Why shouldn't women be allowed into the ministry?" I interjected.
"We think they should get some
training, but as far as taking part in
the sacraments
I don't think
you'll find anyone here that would
agree. She has a right to speak in
church, but not to give strong
opinions... not to vote," dark head
proclaimed.
A smiling face turned towards
me. "If that's what turns you on,
that's fine."
"But would you go to a female
minister?" dark head accused.
"Sure... It's not whether it's a
woman-or not. It depends on the

....

person... If it were the right person, I'd go."
"But what you're saying is that
you'd go if there weren't any good
men around."
"N0...1t depends on the person. I think it would be very difficult for a woman to bean effective
one, because of society's views,
but I'd go." Dark head rolled back
on Mardi's bed with a groan.
' 'Over halfof us are forwomen,''
stated a bearded guy beside me.
Those who are most against them
are the high liturgies, and the Bible
literalists, who follow tradition. I
think it depends on your definition
of "Gospel". If you take it in a
comtemporary situation, women
should be in the ministry."
"He's a more reliable source,"

Mardi teased.
The previous night I had interviewed
the
other
female
seminarian, Cheryl Ashick.
"There's going to come a time
when the church is going to have to
define "ministry", and I think the
catalyst of it is an increase in the
enrolment of women in seminary,"
she suggested.
"I often wonder what a male
seminarian, who felt God had cal-

This week's question
by Claudia Stainer

led him into the ministry, would do,
if someone came up to him and
said, "you can't be here..." "God
doesn't chose His ministers by
sex."
Both Cheryl and Mardi said that
they don't feel any overt prejudice
against them. Perhaps this isdue to
the fact that neither ofthem plan to
become the leader of achurch. Pam
McGee will be the first woman to
graduate from W.L.S. She has a
parish in Eastern Ontario, and
plans to be ordained in the near fu-

"Do you know what happens to the $25.00 that SAC
takes from the total tuition you pay? Do you care what
happens to that money?"
Garth

Soloman

third year Political Science and
History

"No, I don't know. It's government money and I don't care
what happens to government
money."

ture.

I got a negative response when I
mentioned her name in Mardi's
room. Apparentiy, she changed the
words in hymns from mankind to
humankind, when she was leading
in chapel. "Was she going through
just because she wanted to be the
first woman pastor, or because she
really wanted to be a minister?"
dark head accused. No one had an
answer.
Most of the seminarians appear
to see a difference in the vocational
stamina of men and women. As
Cheryl apdy stated: "Society has
to learn to recognize people as
individuals
God is big enough to
include every person's views."

Rick Saunders
fourth year Business
"Not exactly. Yes, I care in a
sense. I don't want to see it go
into anything useless. It would
be good to spruce up the Turret
a bit, but $5,000 is a lot of
money."

Mike Reboulet

Student placement cont'd

first year Hon. Business
"No, I don't. I'd like to know
they use it for something
useful—like

continued from page 1
If a student isn'tcertain of where
his interests lie, aptitude and personality tests are available through
Dr. Calder's office. These can be
arranged through counselling and
are part of the mini-courses offered. These mini-courses have
been given in the past. Due to the
poor attendance the number offered had to be decreased.

munity college experience is held in those who get the interview. Lets
a higher regard than previous hope these statistics can be imyears. Students must try harder proved in the future. Braden's last
even if this means graduating with thoughts were the wish of seeing
"brown lips".
career planning and placement in
As far as discrimination in the rethe "educative" process. This is
cruiting process there is none done too much of a responsibility to the
in our office. Large firms do dis- future of a student to be tacked on
at the end.
criminate but discretely in their inSo remember if you should ramterviewing. Braden thinks things
are getting better for women ble into this office introduce yourself to Horace and chat. Business
now—what a break.
When
students do not hold the monopoly
the
Student
Placement
OfThrough the Student Placement
fice
number
on Placement advice so use this incounts
their
of
Office the business students have
formation centre which the school
the most success. The recruiting "placements" these are not stufor firms are done by their head dents who actually get the job but has made available to all students.
office not the individual company.
The most obvious problem now is
there is no relationship between the
demands ofthe labour force and the
Dearie!
number of university graduates.
Some degrees at present are more
HAS THINGS TO
useful in finding a job than a degree
MAKE YOU BEAUTIFUL
in a different course. When considering a career, one should look at
the importance of your degree in
relation to future jobs. Look at the
job market and surplus number of
students carefully.

C

WESTMOUNT
PHARMACY

PI^ACE^

J

Many students are attending
university simply to postpone making a decision on a future career.
This can't be seen as all bad for
some of these students will increase their horizons, grow and
mature. However, many will become "professional students".

Nancy Ellis
first year Gen. Arts
"Actually no. I assume that it
goes to student activities. Yes, I
care. It's my money and I don't
want to pay for things I don't
use."

And me
"That twenty-five dollars should be plowed right back into student
pockets via tangible, immediate, this year benefits for this year's
students. People who pinch pennies should not pinch other people's
pennies. It's all well and good to think of the future, but that's what's
so sad about a miser—he never gets to reap the benefits of his hard
work and devoted financial care."

Power cut threat???
On Monday, September 6 the
Superintendent of Physical Plant
and Planning,
Mai Holmes
threatened to shut off power in the
Student TJnion Building at noon
that day.

Braden thinks students should
try
" to beat the system ". By this he
means a student should try to do
well in his classes even though he
cannot see the point of doing so. If

you graduate withpoor grades your
employer will think these honestly
reflect your worth and will select a
"brown-noser" with high grades
above you. Chances of getting a
break are scarce. To Braden an
education is not a cure all endall"

.

but it is essential to contribute to
the maturity process of an individual Braden further believes that
students are "making it" in the
working world.
It is important now to remember
the Canadian economic situation.
There is still a great competition
between university grads for jobs
but also the importance of com-

more Pubs."

X* pharmacy

west mount place
578-8800

-

MON—SAT 9 am 10 pm
SUN and HOLIDAYS 11 am 9 pm
BLUE CROSS AND GREEN SHIELD

-

PLANS

DELIVERY AT NO CHARGE TO YOU

This action was precipitated by
the use ofoutside electricians in the
construction of new offices in the
Student Union Building without
University electricians supervising
their work. Apparently this violated the University's contract with
Ontario Hydro.
Relations between the Students'
Union and the University are covered by two agreements. The
major one is the Operating Procedures Agreement which deals
with supply of heat, light, and
power, to the Student Union Building among other things. The second
contract refers to the responsibilities of University maintenance now that the Student Union
Building is being cleaned by outside contractors. Neither of these
agreements contain details on the

University arrangements with Ontario Hydro.
In a meeting with Holmes Monday morning, the President of the
Students' Union, Blair Hansen requested that a third agreement be
prepared to outline the proper procedure for electrical work as well as
any other type of work which the
Student Union Building might require. Meanwhile, the electricians
vacated the Student Union Building.
Hansen promised that in the future any electrical work will be
supervised by the University.
It is doubtful that Holmes would
shut off the power in the Student
Union Building because of the repercussions which would result.
Without power, the Turret and

*

Games Room would have to be

closed, leaving the University open
for a law suit by the Students'
Union to recover lost revenue. In
addition patrons ofthese two establishments would be vocal in their
dissension.
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comment
Mary Purves
Congratulations fellow Arts students! Only 195 of us managed to
come out and vote for an Art's rep. on Tuesday. Where were the
rest of you? Further hearty congratulations go out to all the candidates in Tuesday's election, for the most "low-key" campaign in
history. Surely there is some suitable prize that could be awarded to
this groupfor theirmagnificentjob ofsneaking around the schoolfor
two weeks without anyone finding out their true identities.
justa few
Maybe it was a contest cooked up by thecandidates
posters, no pictures, no policies and if you don'ttell anyone who I
am I'll do the same for you. Actually, if I were a candidate I
probably wouldn't knock myself out campaigning either. After all
who ever bothers to vote anyway? Who really cares around here?
I know several people who do care very much about all that is
going on around them. The people that I'm worried about though,
are the people who are sitting back, either in the Torque Room or
the Turret, letting it all pass them by. Everyone is hoping that when
they finally get out ofhere it's all going to be different, then they will
become "concerned citizens" but not now, there is too much else to
do. Like what?
Before you all take offence and regard this as a blast bear in mind
that these editorials are for the most part ramblings. There are all
kinds ofcolumns in the paper that are available forall and sundry to
express their opposing views.
Another rather disasterous display occured this week in the form
of a "non-S.A.C." meeting. The meeting was scheduled for Monday night at six o'clock and the agenda consisted of, primarily, the
incorporation of all the SAC members into the union and the allocation of office space in the Student Union Building. Thelatter being a
pretty hot topic up here and a cause for many a heated debate
amongst those concerned. The prqblem was that not enough people
showed up so the incorporation went through with the help of some
former members ofthe corporation who were involved in the early
stages ofthe move.
As far as any office space a visions it seems that we will have to
continue harrassing Radio Lat ,-ier for their typewriters and office
space.. .thank you very much, by the way. Also, another thank you
to Dave, Ross and Rick for their continuing patience and help.

.

_

"...and, what with budget cutbacks, enrolment drops and everybody getting unionized, we just decided to
run 'er as a farm..."

„pack 'er in and

letters
Turret
trauma

can't help but be making money.
night is out, what about early in the
My suggestion is on Friday week? It would be a nice change to
nights instead ofa folk singer how go up to the Turret on a Tuesday
about having a disc jockey? He afterclass andrelax to a folk singer.
I feel this is probably the best could be a member of Radio It would be even nicer if you didn't
have to pay one dollar to get in.
place to air my complaint. It is with Laurier and hopefully have all acSince
Other universities manage, why
library.
cess
to
their
record
Thursday
regards to our pubs.
nights are unbelievably packed. he would not be paid maybe the can't we?
If it proves difficult to get a stuAre all these students Laurier admittance charge could be dropthen
at
dent
dropped,
totally
D-J, then why not pay a pronot
ped.
If
not.
A large
Several thank you's are in order at to write every week and are so wil- attenders?—l think
half.
fessional
D-J to come? The cost has
in
least
cut
number
from
down
the
road.
are
this moment since they got totally ling to take all kinds of extra work
then
could
to
be
less
than a band of any sort.
singer
perThe
folk
Everyone goes on Thursday
lost in the shuffle ofproducing last in an effort to help out. As always
Maybe if With a disc jockey, we would be
evening.
form
on
another
This
is
such
a
sucto
dance.
nights
week's paper. We had several hap- our appreciation to Dumont Press
pily typing fingers turning out copy Graphix for all their help, and this cess, so why do they change to we had some sort of entertainment provided with a variety of music
folk-singers on Friday nights? The on Saturday nights, more students and a cheap place to take a Friday
last week in the persons of Dan week even more so with all the asnight date.
and
who
Daly
Theresa Alston,
is sistance and the many tips we got answer is probably the cost. This is would remain and make a Saturday
Paul Mackler
Saturday
profitable.
If
night
pub
since
the
Turret
hard to understand
always a bright spot in Tuesday' from Steve and Carol.
night's production. Betty StephenA specific answer to this letter would be more than welcome, especially by someone who is aware of Turret
son and Elise Diemert are terrific, Also a reminder at this time that all
policy on these sorts ofissues. Anyone else whohas an interest, an opinion, an idea, a comment, anything on this
they always show up and do a great opinion and comment columns in
or any other topic is also welcome to make use of the letters to the editor column.
job on production... this week we this paper, including Back talk and
This is yet another way to make your complaints known and we can't do enough to encourage you to do so.
have to thank virtually everyone the editorial, are the opinion* of the
Remember too, that the opportunity is there to say something nice as well, so please feel free to contribute. All
who made the mistake of coming person who wrote them. For this
letters must be signed, with your real name, and submitted to the editor's mailbox by 5 p.m. on Mondays.
within a 2 mile radius of our reason, all submissions must be
office... Theresa Alston and Pat signed, with the author's real
typists, writers
Shelton were coerced into typing name, so that we may be.able to
The Cord Weekly is in absolutely desperate need ofalmost anyone who can do anything
pages and pages of illegible verify the existence of the author.
by the dozen, specifically, writers who wouldlike to write a regular column, people to handle news coverage
scrawls, as were Warren Howard No exceptions to this policy will be
on a regular basis... movie reviewers, someone to review classical records, the odd book review now and
and even Brucie got into the act, made unless a writer can justify to
again would never go amiss either, concerts, student affairs... there is so much going on that needs to Be
out ofthe goodness ofhis heart and the editor that to public his/her
covered and we would love to have you ifyou are interested. Please drop into the Cord office anytime that
against his better wishes. Thank name would be damaging to the inyou have a spare minute, there is always someone around...
you too, those of you who continue dividual concerned.

Acknowledgements
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Opinion and Comment
Administrative hassles face student forum

by Jim Fischer
Universities are for students.
The hallowed halls ofhigher learning are open for the enjoyment and
benefit of all who pay the necessary
costs to use these facilities. Students, like you and I, are the individuals who sign over our wellearned money and expect to receive in return an education. But
knowledge is not the only thing that
is obtained following the payment
of our dues. It is common thought
amongst all of us that the most trying ordeal of the entire academic
lifeis the first day. Registration day
isa challenge even toreturning students, but when one has finally

tion hear the story, I ventured into be a chance to make these issues
vide the means.by which one can the office of the Dean of Students. known, but to have action taken to
follow such pursuits. But the inci- DeanNichols is very understanding do something towards resolving
a result, there is little done to aid dent in question was not quite so in such matters and always willing them. Let us hear about any hassles
the student. The following example straight-forward. There were comto offer his advice. As a result of or disputes you may have (in confidenceif you so desire) and by doing
this last visit, the student involved
should serve to illustrate the type of plications.
situation that often exists.
The student involved required in this awful rat race of confusion so, help make university life a little
his marks in order to obtain per- received his marks and came to more enjoyable for yourself and
others. After all, universities are
some agreement with the univerDuring intercession 1975 here at misssion to register in the forthfor
students.
to
a
Thanks
the
of
year.
Completely
sity.
loss,
at
Deari
Stucoming
a
to
WLU,
student went
the
Anybody
wishing to contact this
Registrar's Office in an attempt to he was becoming frustrated and dents.
column
see Jim at the Cord
may
justify
Such
incidents
the
exisdoubtful
about
the
idea
ofcontinudiscover the reason why his marks
from the regular academic year had ing his scholastic life at WLU. tence ofthis column. It exists to aid Office, or forward mail to the following address:
not yet been forwarded to him in After he explained his situation to any students who are having difme carefully, there appeared to be ficulties in administration dealings
Jim Fischer
the mail. All other students had received their marks a week before. some conflict involved. The and don't know how to resolve c/o Cord Weekly
them. Italso provides an opportunemergency loan was not required,
Student Board of Publications
He was informed he would not receive his marks until he had repaid by legal contract, to be fully paid ity for you to make known any Wilfrid Laurier University
back until September, 1975. Yet in grievance you may have concernUniversity Avenue
effect, what the university was de- ing university life. It will not only Waterloo.
manding was immediate payment
of the debt in June, regardless of
the deadlihe in September, as stipulated in theloan arrangement. The
idea of pressuring the student to
pay the loan immediately in order
by T. Nuvolari
for him to receive his marks and
I am a little sick and tired of turning on the television each and
subsequently register for the forthevery Sunday and being confronted with the exploits of Mean
coming year appeared to have qualJoeGreen or the Juice or the Hammer or some other likeness of
ities of bad business. There was a
the overpaid zealots who pass themselves off as athletes now. It
suggestion of criminal practice in
is my considered opinion that the whole charade should end,
this policy—morally if not legally.
here and now, and we should get down to basics and have a truly
I acted on my friend's behalf. His
excitingand classy national sport. There is only one such a sport,
hot temper at the time would only
and be it hereto, forthwith and forever more known, that as of
have gotten»him into further diftoday I, my father, brother and friend Mitch consider automobile
ficulties. The matter concerned
racing as the national sport of Canada.
admission to the school, a responIt is really quite simple when you consider the facts in the light
sibility of the registrar. The secretof truth, honesty, justice and plain common sense. No other
ary in the Registrar's Office was
sport is as exciting, vibrant or easily related to. Not everyone can
very helpful, but the marks could
run through a pack of men who would like to tear your head off
not bereleased without ordersfrom
and sever your limbs from your body. Not everyone can skate
the business office. That was my
around and hit a piece ofgalvanized rubber with a piece ofwood.
next stop. But the trip was oflittle
But, most people drive or at leastknow a little bit about autos and
use. I asked to see the Vicethe operation thereof.
President Comptroller, who is the
It is also infinitely exciting. There is nothing more vibrant or
ultimate authority in monetary
Stimulating thana person negotiating a corner witha high amount
an outstanding debt he owed the matters. She wasn't expected back
of grace and elan. Barrelling down the back straight and
university. When registering in until the following week. A copy of
"downshifting creating that effervescent roar and popping that
September 1974, he had been short theloan agreement could not be obsends shivers down my spine and makes me wantto leap into the
of cash and subsequently drawn a tained without consent ofthe Compnearest Cosworth powered monocoque and roar off into the
loan of$200.00 from the university. troller. A trip to the office of the
sunset. Heady stuff this motor racing is.
The university has a policy of with- busihess manager offered nothing
And, surprisingly, it saves gasoline. Yes, you doubting basholding all marks until such debts better.
tards, it really uses up less gas than football, hockey or soccer.
are paid. One cannot blame the inThe following week was too long
Also, it gives everyone a chance to see the event in action, not
just on t.v. Not everyone can get to Pittsburgh or Montreal or
stitution for withholding marks to wait, since intercession ended on
from students whohave failed to do the coming weekend and all stuToronto or Oakland but there is a major racing event near you
dents, including myself and my
their fair share by making quick reand thearenais not limited to the number ofseats that there are.
payment. The student needs the burdened buddy, would be returnGood case, right? So why won't it happen? Because too many
people are too ignorant towards the workings of a car and why
record of his marks to pursue his ing home. In a final attempt to let
academic career. The university someone hired by the administraone will go faster. It is not as accessible as the basic sports
because the enthusiast needs a little knowledge of engines,
transmissions, aerodynamics and tyres. People are too lazy to
bother with all ofthat sort of thing and so auto racing will never
become the thing it should.
Too bad, too, because I can just see it.. .Varsity auto racing.
started on the kitchen. The trouble of murder, unwarranted and for
The WLU Golden Hawk on the grid opposite others from the
is that the gun you used to own is thrills like the above examples, or
OUARA. Off they go and the entire gallery lets loose as the
gone, taken by the government and unmeditated, anger killings are on
drivers swoop through the first turn and disappear into a cloud of
these guys are bent on destruction. the rise and before we get as bad as
smoke and dust. My onlyproblem is whether the AC has enough
Here they come, up the stairs after the States we had best stop and
room to build a wind tunnel and trying to get Tuffy Knight to
your twelve year old daughter. evaluate the reasons that we have
approve the purchase of dynometer.
Drooling after your twelve year old firearms.
daughter. This is bad enough, but
What one should remember is
one ofthem isa necrophilliac and is that the manufacturing of guns is
he ever drooling. You need your big business. Lots of money, you
gun and you damn the government know, and no one in their rightcernable purpose and there are
catalogues to fill the void in his gapand go for the next best thing, but wing mind is going to turn down a ing toy-chest. It carries over, damn few purposes for them, is a
thereis no next best thing. A gun is lot of money.
maybe, into life when you buy a person who would also drive sea gun is a gun.
The problem is, where does the gun with the same sort of premise venty miles an hour through a subThis isthe argument that you will good ofthe economy stop and the that Mom did for you.
division and past an elementary
get every time you want to argue betterment of society begin? No
Listening to gun owners, and the school. He won't hit someone. He
the fact that there are too many innocent person's life is worth any way that they describe their fetish, isn't that stupid, or is he?
amount of money. The taxes and is like this. It is almost surreal, a
Guns are lethal and because of
guns and not enough controls.
It goes, in a synopsis, how will the profits are negated entirely fantasy of power and death, when that they should be illegal. Who do
we protect ourselves against the when someone like the four chilyou know that owns a vat of
the guy will get back up again. It is
evils ofsociety who will have guns? dren out west are killed by a person never in their grasp that death is cyanide or a can ofnerve gas ? Both
kill, and both are illegal, if you are
But that is not the real question. who is questionably roaming the real and accidents with guns hapThe real question is: are we safe streets and even more questionably pen and that there may be a time the common person. So why are
from each other? A Brampton owning a gun.
that they will lfvel that gun at guns legal? It is beyond me why
school teacher and a student
Guns are not toys and it is high someone they love or that someone guns are legal, but as long as people
weren't. A prison worker in BC time we stopped considering them irresponsible or deranged will hold who don't want to be shot at in the
wasn't. Fifteen people weren't safe as such. Being toy-like, maybe the the trigger with his finger, to paranight and think Toronto can't turn
from Charles Whitman.
crux of the problem is not with the phrase John Lennon.
as bad as Detroit evade the issue
Guns are dangerous and we don't adult, but with the adult as parent
To me, gun owners are irresponand stay quiet, private ownership
need to have them in our homes, it who buys the child that gun adversible, immature and neurotic. The of guns will remain a booming busiis as simple as that. The incidents tised
Eaton's/Simpson's owner who has a gun for no disness and so will funeral direction.
in
who are confronted by problems
around the campus usually confront the issue as an individual. As

requires the money in order to pro-

Back Talk

made it through the unavoidable
line-up, there is a great feeling of
well-being in knowing one has concluded all the administrative hassles. Many of us do indeed see the
end of our hassles on registration
day. But there are many who do
not. Many complications arise
throughout the academic year
when there is alack ofcommunication between the bureaucracy and
the student body. The result is confusion for the student.
The sad part is that the students

A gun is a gun is a gun
by Fred Youngs
It is the salient right of everyperson to own a handgun, right? For
protection, right? It is also the salient right of all human beings to
own a riieat cleaver so they can perform frontal lobotomies on un-

warned intruders, and for,those of

you opposed to capital punishment, small spikes to jab out their
eyes, or large hydraulic claws torip

the bones out oftheirback and cattle prods to insert, delicately, mind
you, in theirrectal area,.right?
I mean a person's home is their
castle and if you want to splatter
someone's lower intestines all over
your persian rugs and two tone
flock wall paper, you can. Why, in
heavens name, should I be the one
to stop you?
Consider the possibilities. Nobody has guns and there is still this
demented element in society that
likes to rob innocent bystanders.
You are asleep and all of a sudden
you hear the Panasonic colour television going out the door, still
slightly ahead ofits time. The living
room is cleaned out and they have
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Info available

Grad scholarships here

By Mima Kapches,
Administrative Assistant
Graduate Studies
and Research
Fourth year students thinking of
applying for graduate school next
year, and graduate students in the
Masters program who are considering further graduate studies, must
apply for grants and scholarships
for the 1976-77 academic year this
fall. Applications can be submitted
for awards even though you may be
undecided about to which graduate
school or graduate program you
may wish to apply. Scholarships
are available from WLU, provincial and federal agencies, and pri-

Mj at Miss

—

OXFORD (ENS-CUP)
The
University of Mississippi is getting
into the marijuana business—on a

global scale.
The school recently worked out
an agreement with the United Nations to produce a standard-grade
marijuana for world-wide distribution to researchers.
Dr. Carleton Turner, Director of
the project at the school, has refused to divulge how much marijuanawill be distributed by the UN,
or how much is being cultivated on
the university property near Oxford, Mississippi.
He said the project was undertaken so that marijuana researchers
all over the world will have access
to a standard-grade of marijuana
cultivated in a single geographic location.

S

Birthright offers an
alternative to abortion for women with
a problem—pregnancy—by offering free pregnancy test, housing,
legal aid, medical aid, maternity
and baby clothing.
Completely confidential

BIRTHRIGHT

50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990

WLU offers Graduate Teaching
Assistantships for up to $3,000 to
full-time graduate students. These
awards run' for two terms (8
months), during which time the
student must work for approximately 10 hours per week in the
department of his course of study.
Applications must be submitted directly to the department.
Provincial awards include the
Ontario Student Assistance Program, (OS AP) and Ontario Graduate
Scholarships (OGS). The OSAP
funds include a grant and a loan
portion. The loan portion must be
repaid when the student is no

Council, entitled the Special M.A.
Scholarship. The value of the
award is $5,000, and the tenure is
for one year. Students interested

I .

"A lost mine on the Cariboo Trail"
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WELCOMES YOU
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We're looking ...

for people who want fun and good times in
t'
the relaxed, enjoyable atmosphere of the
yx
Cariboo Lounge. Once inside, you'll forget
I
everything else except the friendly people
comfortable surroundings. We've also
added a Saturday Matinee (3 - 6 p.m.)
Come, see for yourself!
(sE
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in a brochure entitled "Awards and
Fellowships for Graduate Students
at Wilfrid Laurier University".
Copies of this have been distributed to the departments of the
university, and additional copies
are at the Graduate Studies Office.
Announcements of other awards
and
scholarships
throughout
Canada and the United States, as
well as other countries are also at
the Graduate Office for your study.
If you wish additional information on Graduate Studies, as well as
Graduate Studies Office. Check the on fellowships and scholarships,
bulletin board in Centre Hall for the staff at the Graduate Studies
recent data.
Office will assist you. Please con
Much of this information is out- tact Mrs. Mima Kapches (extenlined in the Graduate Calendar and sion 366).

longer in full-time attendance at a must be nominated by a faculty
member by October 15, 1975. Stuuniversity.
The OGS program awards a dents can pick up Nomination Letstipend of $800 per term, plus tui- ters in the Graduate Studies office.
Applications for the Canada
tion. The deadline for application
for an OGS is December 1, 1975. Council Doctoral Fellowships are
The application forms for this year available. These applications must
have not yet arrived in the be submitted in the late fall. Check
Graduate Studies Office. A notice with the Graduate Office for
will appear in the Cord when the specific details. '
Many private agencies and founforms arrive. The forms willalso be
dations offer awards for graduate
distributed to the departments. *
students. Specific information on a
There is a federal award for Masters students offered by Canada variety of these is available in the

vate agencies.
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STUDENTS HOME AWAY FROM HOME

744-6367
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Fill in this coupon, tape 25c belowfor handling and mail it to us. We'll send you a trial
package ofStimula" together with our informative booklet on family planning, "Let's
be practical about the condom.
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Each condom lubricated with a satiny,
"dry" lubricant. Each electronically tested
to assure the highest quality. Look for them
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pharmacist for further information.
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Parking:

Arts Reps

To be reviewed
by Margaret Stone
The University Business Manager, Cliff Bilyea has stated that the
sales of any sort of parking permits

by the university will cease until
the transit strike is over, at which
time a full review of the parking
situation will take place.
v This statement was in response
to a Cord Weekly article last week,
pointing out that the parking situation on campus was completely out
of hand with holders of valid parking permits being forced to illegally
park on the streets surrounding the
University.

Bilyea also stated that Security
will also take a more stringent view
on towing. This means that those
cars which have been illegally
parked on campus will be removed
at the owners expense, hopefully
leaving sufficient space for those
with valid permits. Bilyea also
made clear that if a car with a permit is illegally parked on campus it
too will be towed away.
Up until last week the administration was not aware of the student
parking problems. No one has
complained. The usual twenty per
cent Oversell has resulted in a few
problems in preceding years.
These problems were not constant
but were noticeable at times of
heavy student class attendance.
In previous years, "we have
tried to steer a middle course in the
parking situation with complaints
from people who have been cut off
when the limit was sold and available empty spaces were seen,"
states Bilyea. So selling just the
limit has not worked. Students who
could not get a permit were not
satisfied seeing available unused

Jim Haslip

found students did not use this
facility.

Bilyea believes that both our fa-

culty and students are spoiled. Our
furthest parking lot is closer to our

classes than the closest lot at the
University of Waterloo. If we did
have additional off campus lots
would they be used?
A committee has to be set up to
look into the parking problem. The
desired result is a hopeful remedy
for next year. If they find an answer
soon, maybe things willbrighten up
for the remainder ofthis year.
It should be noted that the
student-car ratio has increased
over the past year considerably.
This, however, has not led to arise
in parking area.
Bilyea has tried to stress the importance of students forming car
pools. With student timetables as
irregular as they are, this is fairly
limited. If a national plea to form
car pools in aid of our environment
failed to work, it is doubtful that
Bilyea will be successful with
Laurier Students.
Another thought was assigning
each car a specific parking spot.
First comers for their permit get the
choice lots. Problems also arise
here. Students who do not have
eight hours of classes five days a

Rob VanderHeym

DoNT GROPE AROUND IN THE DARK

sponsibilities.

LET US TURN-ON THE LIGHTS
How does a customer become a diamond expert?
By getting expert advice from a
professional jeweler you can trust... from us.
People trust us for very good reasons...
we offer sound advice that turn on
so you can
the lights of diamond knowledge
be sure of the finest diamond.

...

m

parking spaces.

■jTjTflj

The University budget ranks
funds for parking areas as a very
low priority. Bilyea tried unsuccessfully to obtain parking space at
the University of Waterloo. Previously the school has had parking
rights at Seagrams Stadium but
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Live away
and pay
(CUP)—Students
WINNIPEG
should not expect the government
to support them living on their own
if they can still live aLhome, according to Rick Kleinman, Director
ofManitoba Student Aid.
If students want to be financially
independent of their parents, he
said, they should not ask the government for extra aid.
"They're only transferring the
responsibility for supporting them
from their parents to all the parents
in Manitoba and Canada."
"If they choose to live away
from home, it is unreasonable to
expect public funds to support their
personal choice."
Student aid is only supposed to
supplement the resources of a student and his/her parents, he said,
not replace them.
However, ifliving at home would
"seriously l ' affect a student's
studies or if a student is from out of
town, Kleinman said that student
aid would give him/her an extra living allowance to live away from
home.

Ted Paling

week are not using their parking to
its fullest. Their unused space may
be convenient for someone else to
park in. Here is wasted parking
time and space. Those cars which
were not parked in their corresponding space would be ticketed or
towed away. Winter also creates
problems when your corner space
is buried under a snow drift.
With the coming ofwinter and no
visible end to the transit strike
another problem will result. No
longer will parents say that their
child can walk to school with the
change in weather. Sympathetic
parents will lend their kid the second car. We will have more students then with cars. Our parking
lots are also slowly and sloppily
ploughed which again limits our
available parking area. This needs
to be resolved before the first
heavy snowfall and not the first of
the next school year.
Hopefully, this new committee
will come up with a solution as
quickly as possible. This problem
is not only an inconvenience for faculty and students but also a costly
one. Yes, there is a transit strike on
but hopefully, the administration
will not totally blame the problem
on this and slough off on their re-

GEMOLOGIST
NOW ON STAFF!

30 KING W.
KITCHENER
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JIMMY & THE RAINBOWS
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Racism in Canadia
Racism in Canadian immigration policies is hardly a new developImmigrant labourers are valuable to the capitalist class in Canada as a
political weapon to be used against the working class. Periodic influxes
ment, in fact, since 1898 when W.D. Scott was Minister oflmmigration
of immigrant labour serve to sell the country's labour resources thus
under Clifford D. Sifton, a pattern of events is visible which outlines a
very specific policy-to keep non-white people from becoming Canadepressing the workers wages. In strike situations the immigrant
dian citizens.
labourer provides the ideal scab. The immigrant is also used as a tool to
prevent strikes ... companies have repeatedly raised the threat to their
In 1910 the Winnipeg Board of Trade passed a resolution which stated:
"up to a few years ago there were practically no Negroes here. Then a
workers that such labour can be brought in to replace them or in the case
few families arrived. These found the climatic conditions favourable and
of a strike to serve as scabs. Ready resources of immigrant labour make
sent back for their friends. It is hopeful that the Dominion Government
mass firings feasible and even profitable:
might devise some means of stopping this undesirable influx."
There is another more subtle political aspect of the importation of
In 1914 W. D. Scott wrote a letter toW. L. Banstead and told him that - labour. In situations of economic crisis, where because of inflation or
as an immigration officer in Halifax when denying black people the right
depression the masses of Canadian people cannot gain access to adequate
to enter Canada, it was not necessary to mention in the records that entry
housing, living conditions and reasonable wages, the immigrants can
was denied specifically because o( race-that this need not be stated
always be blamed. This was the case in the Winnipeg General Strike of
because it was "understood" in Ottawa. The letter from Scott to Bans1919. Immigrants were explicitly blamed for having created the
tead reads as follows: "Sir, I notice that in a number of Board cases the
economic problems ofthe city and the nation-in effect the real source of
cause of rejection included the statement that the person rejected is a
the problem lay in the capitalistic exploitation of the Canadian west. But
Negro, and that instructions have been received to prevent the entry of
Negroes in every possible way. While it is true that we are not seeking
the immigration of coloured people, I do not think that it is advisable to
insert any statement of Policy or instructions of the Department in the
Board decisions, or in other correspondence beyond stating in the
proper place that the person is a Negro. I'm sure that you will. appreciate
the view I have expressed and will understand the reason thereof."

A selective process
Further on in the course of Canadian history we find that this attitude
has hardly died out. In 1947 MacKenzie King said: "the policy of the
government is to foster the growth of the population by the encouragement of immigration. The government will seek by legislation, regulation
and vigorous administration to ensure the careful selection and permanent settlement of such persons as can be advantageously absorbed into
our national economy. With regards to the selection of immigrants much
has been said about discrimination. I wish to make it abundantly clear
that Canada is perfectly within her rights in selecting persons who we
regard as desirable future citizens.lt is not a fundamental human right of
any alien to enter Canada. It is a privilege, it is a matter of domestic
policy."
These statements by Mackenzie King were uttered in regard to the
1947 Immigration Act. Item 1, section 61 of the 1947 Immigration Act
(which expired in 1956) gave the Govenor-General-in Council permission to make regulations prohibiting the admission of persons by reasons
of nationality, citizenship, ethnic group, occupation and geographic area
of origin.
What the 1947 Immigration Act did, in fact, was to designate two
categories of immigrants. There were the preferred immigrants and the
non-preferred immigrants. The preferred immigrants were invariably
those coming from such countries as Britain, the United States, France,
Ireland, Australia and South Africa-in other words white countries.
Non-preferred immigrants, of course, were those from the non-white
world-Africa, Asia, Latin America and so forth.
There have been a number of clauses inserted into Canadian immigration policy over the years to ensure that the "undesirable" are kept out.
Excluded have been "those belonging to nationalities unlikely to assimilate and who consequently prevent the building of a united nation of
similar customs and ideals" (1910) or those "not suited for the dominion
owing to physical, moral or industrial non-fitness or because they belong
to races that cannot be assimilated without social or economic loss to
Canada" (1923) or even (1950) "those of peculiar habits, customs,
modes of life or methods of holding property.''
This was a fairly broad net designed to catch: blacks (except for
domestic maids from the Caribbean), Orientals (Canada had special acts
prohibiting or severely restricting their entry from 1885 to 1942 when the
U.N. pressured the government to recind these acts contravening the
U.N. Charter), homosexuals (morally unfit), radicals (a 1919law made it
legal to deport "non-Canadian strike leaders"). All these have been
termed "undesirable classes" which as an immigration minister once
said "the government will do all in its power to keep out of the country."
There can be no doubt that Canadian immigration policy has been
historically racist. But at the same time it has always been necessary for
Canada to import non-white labour into the country. A shut-out policy is
not feasible nor is a policy of European immigration only. It is vitally
necessary to the Canadian economy and present political system that
non-white labourers be brought into the country. The "real" problems
involved are: a) regulating the flow of such immigrants to match the
economic demands and b) preventing such immigrants from gaining
Canadian citzenship. To understand present policies more fully we must
understand the historical roles of racism and immigrant labour in
Canada.

Cheap immigrant labour
necessary
Immigrant labour has played an important part in the economic development of Canada. It was Chinese labourers working at half pay who
built Canada's first national railroad. And without this cheap source of
labour the railroad-and Canada-would have suffered an irreversible
economic and political disaster. Sir John A. MacDonald was fully cognizant of this fact when he declared in the House of Commons ''without
the Chinese labourers ... there would be no railway."

I
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It's not that
-we're promoting
racism.
It's just
that

the blame had been laid on the immigrants-in a period when Canadian
immigration had been "opened up" in order to settle the Canadian west!
It is plain to see that despite the fact that non-white people are
undesirable as citizens they are extremely valuable in Canada as a
weapon to be used by the capitalist class as a weapon against the working
population. Therefore whatever direction immigration policy takes,
there will always be some mechanism by which immigrant labourers can
be imported into the country.

Preferred classes of
immigrants
Historically Canada's immigration policies have been expansive in
any period of rapid economic growth. Employers associations such as
the Chamber of Commerce and the Canadian Manufacturers Association have pushed successfully for a high volume of immigration in times
of economic expansion.
An expansive policy was in the interests of the industrialists and the
middle class bourgeoisie. Immigrants settled on the land, expanded the
employed and unemployed labour force, were used to undercut wage
increases and swell the domestic market. But at the same time the white
Anglo-Saxon middle class was compelled to protect its "social and
cultural heritage". Thus, preferred immigrants were still those that came
from the British lies, the US and northern Europe. Other categories
were excluded. This policy achieved a balance between social and
economic interests and worked sufficiently well as long as the incoming
stream of white immigrants could adequately serve the country's
economic needs.
Periodically though, the economy would reach crisis points. In these
situations it was necessary to bring in, on a ''temporary basis'', workers
from the Third World. Conveniently the racial origins of these people
provided a whole new set of diversionary tactics for the Canadian
employers. The traditional threat of immigrant labour was enhanced by

racial differences. The wor-uld
factions along racial n·nesi--uiBIII:
the workers.
This has been the pattern
Immigration from Canada's
economic requirements.
opening immigration from
particular. In the last del;adl•
migration flow which could
regions. Also the l!'o'ver·nm•enlllla•vmd
pattern male guest workers
tries. The category of spcmsc•=r
added to allow immigrants
family.
By 1967 with the Prt,nllomv ...lllv
"cultural preferences" and
act dropped all mention of rdlnn~l
point system (for "'u'""'"'uvu,
removal of discrimination
but a recognition of the need
Since the 1967 act the "llll...u~·
veloped countries has s
countries has occurred.
created in the Third
Canada. Wide scale u·nmigra,.=vit:abl
When this wave of Third W,.lat11on
tive policieS of the Other roiLi. .tnf~S
''non-discriminatory'' iinlnigratiJiuld
the Canadian bourgeoisie.
Third World labourers
basis-to resolve temporary -""-''u'
policies there was too great a
permanent citizens. The omlel'llllllln'le
of immigration. Statistics
economic growth and yet
a year of economic expansion.
76 percent and Asians 6
Europeans were down to
Canada is n!lw at the
country is now entering a r~PN•hlch
likely. Therefore the u<;J.u"'·'"BI'
reduced. But the op•en-en<iedl~•n
when the demand for •m•m•o'l':lilllllwJIS
government is presently lltte,..,nn
which will effectively '"f;u•a~,.··
Racism has come to the
tion debate for two major
trying to emphasize its
distinctive characteristics"
non-European racial groups
with "traditional" Canadian
socialism, out of the
ideological elements, such as
political sphere. At the same · reen Paper debate" is
present racism as a diversionaiJJn the current ec<mc•nuq
onl'y 'wise' for the governmentrt attention away from
capitalists and towards Thirdlmmigrants as the
present difficulties the Can ing class is
regards to the housing crisis, I , cost of living
etc.
.
Manpower and Immigration Robert Andras has
receiving end of a heavy barr since he tabled his
''Green Paper on Immigration in the Commons las
3rd.
Canadians charge that the !Paper is blatantly
Andras and his colleagues in tkau government are
fostering racist attitudes towrut and Caribbean imm
government's policy is intendet the responsibility
economic crisis away from itscke business interests
it, laying all the blame at thef "cheap" immigrant
according to certain groups s ·c to the immigrant's
The government has no policyaccording to Andras.
ous Green Paper is intended "assist in the
formation and the examinationaew
·
the Government intends shoulbnitted to
the same time, the Green Paper t make firm
purpose solutions," Andras sa. ponse to the wu:~es:nn
ciations of the Green Paper.
Andras argues that his govCii did not bring
with its Green Paper but that tk stain of racism
itself deep into the fibre of CruUfe. In this way,
uses already existing racism to' 's government's
perpetuation of racist principlctttitudes in its policy
Not that the Green Paper adJBny ''racial problem''
But on the other hand, "it wouhtonishing if there was
about the capacity of our soo adjust the pace
change ... "
Given the racial discriminatifind in Canadian
thing new to find ibis same raciianadian immigration
Canadian government has a hiof cohersive manipul
treatment of any groups expe~ racial <ii«.rri,m•n~ ·tlol
past"). Despite high demand f111creased labour
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a mmigration Policies
worki~d

more easily be split into
wide scale organization of

a prolonged period of time.
p r E s began to fall short of the
1is
· was at first resolved by resou
, to Italy and Portugal in
economy required an im~ hv the "revised preference"
the inherently unstable
ao~me northern European coonsponsor
rnominated, immigrants was
be
e by other members of their
~rrn~Anidlv it was

necessary to ignore
ion policy. The 1967
preferences in favour of a
occ~ "personal qualities"). This
of origin was not altruistic
of Third World labourers.
num~igrants to Canada from deinflux from underdeveloped
to the economic conditions
. .ing need for cheap labour in
\llllt:u~Jucu

by the restricstrengthened, the 1967
mmigrati41MuJd not protect the interests of
been imported on a shorter
J~t with open immigration
~labourers would become

I

gran
attemp

and the radical composition
was a year of almost no
40 percent over 1973,
1966 Europeans were
immigration. By 1973
had risen to 23 percent.
economic expansion. The
no economic growth is
t labour has been sharply
policies instituted in 1967
high are still in effect. The
ulate an immigration policy

41iarissue in the current immigrareastlistJy, while the government is
such as "novel and
d~Jiberate attempt to exclude
Canada. This is in keeping
attempt to exclude foreign
~socialism, out of the Canadian
time8ieen Paper debate'' is serving to
current economic crisis it is
away from monopoly
~ts as the causes of the
Canad~ class is experiencing with
cost of living increases, etc.,
Robert Andras has been on the
rrage-.ulce he tabled his government's
in the Commons last February
is blatantly racist and that
government are deliberately
Caribbean immigrants. The
die responsibility for the current
interests that support
' immigrant labourers,
immigrant's plight.
nolicvAccordingto Andras. The volum".ssist in the process of policy
immigration legislation which
itted to Parliament soon. "At
make frrm recommendations or
sa
ponse to the widespread denun-

E

a did not bring racism to Canada

onv .....

stain of racism has already sunk
L.an• •e. In this way, Andras cleverly
idliuovernrnent's continuation and
its policy formation.
problem" in Canada.
wouldfltooisbing if there was no concern
adjust the pace of population
inati. . . in Canadian society, it's noracis--ian immigration policy. The
c:ohersive manipulation in the
racial discrimination (see •'the
f~ased labour force in the late

fifties and the apparent unwillingness of Europeans to immigrate to this
country, it was not until 1962 that our laws were changed to permit the
entry of'unsponsored immigrants' from Asia, Africa, Latin America and
the Caribbean although this category had been open to Europeans in
general almost since Confederation.

"Traditional" vs "foreign"
immigrants
Although the Green Paper purports to be an unbiased account of the
situation in general, it doesn't waste much time in drawing a
line between one type of immigrant and another. For Andras and the
administrators in the Department of Manpower and Immigration who
were involved in the preparation of this paper there are two types of
immigrants, analgous to the good and the bad. On the one hand there is
the "traditional immigrant" coming from a European background. This
immigrant represents a tradition which ignores the thousands of Chinese
people ••imported'' in order to provide cheap labour for the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad. The other type of immigrant is constantly referred to as •'foreign", and specifically labelled as ~ose from
certain Asian and Carribean nations", easily recognized by their "nobel
and distinctive features."
Once this distinction is made it is clear that entailed within the Green
Paper there are two different questions: how many people are we going
to allow to enter Canada and where are we going to allow these people to
come from?
The Green Paper doesn't propose to answer these questions for us but
Andras and his colleagues are not above laying out some heavy handed
hints.
The Green Paper warns Canadians that "the French language has been
losing ground" and "that the language choice made by immigrants" is a
most important element if Quebec is to retain her "traditional culture".
It is always implied that the immigrant makes the choice due to some
preconceived bias about the way the words are pronounced and without
consideration to which of the 'official languages' is really of use to him in
the business of making a living.
By implication, the Green Paper would have Canadians believe that
their best interests lie in the escalation of immigration from "traditional
sources", i.e. Europe. Perhaps Andras and his colleagues have forgotten that a substantial part of the world's French speaking population is to
be found in Indo-china where the French maintained another colonial
empire like Quebec.
On the other hand the Green Paper said, "during this century, the
proportion of the population of French.origin has remained relatively
constant-hovering around 38 percent while the British component has
declined from 60 percent in 1871 to just under 45 percent in 1971." Yes,
the Green Paper attempts to hold some veiled threat in store for
everyone, no matter what their ethnic background.
The Green Paper refers to "Canada's identity" and "cultural destiny" with a frequency that is somewhat distressing to the average
Canadian in light of the cultural domination under which Canada has
become subjected to neighbouring, neighbourly USA. What does our
"cultural destiny" entail save 32 minutes of exciting commercials each
hour to replace the 32 minutes of dull melodrama we are now subjected
to.
The Green Paper constantly praises Canada for its •'unique bi-cultural
character" or its "unique bi-cultural nature", representing segments of
the population other than the British and French as having no
culture, merely possessing an ethnic origin. Whatever happened to
Multi-Culturalism and the millions of dollars the government spent in
development along this line?
immig~tion

person immigrated to Canada from Jamaica due to our racist immigration
policy. Again the government fails to represent this increase as an
increase from almost zero to a very small percentage.
And again, the Green Paper calls attention to •'the onward trend in the
overall skill level." Skill is only one of five criteria used for determining
the worth of an applicant, worth a minimum of ten out of sixty points.
Skill is judged for every occupation and is influenced strongly by experience and length of time at the job, therefore a shift toward younger
immigrants, particularly those with much more formal education but
little practical experience, would lead to a decline in the skill rating. The
truth is that formal qualifications of immigrant workers have increased
substantially sifice 1967 but the Green Paper doesn't mention this. More
oversight?

Urbanization-caused by
immigrants?
Urbanization is another problem that the Green Paper deals with in its
own warped way, laying the whole thing at the feet of the "foreign
immigrant". It's all because of some mysterious and "apparently irresistable attraction of major cities" to this type of immigrant. "Few
means exist at present to steer immigrants against prevailing population
currents, and these are limited in their effectiveness.'' Andras says in his
Green Paper, as if the foreign immigrant was attracted to the city by
some instinctive mating call! Understandably the immigrant must live
where he/she can find work. Surely the government cannot expect us to
believe that the immigrant is responsible for the current immigration
trend.
Fundamental to the Green Paper is the principle "that a more dispersed pattern of immigrant settlement'' is necessary in order to prevent
racial strife. Our government does not believe that Canadians can live in
close harmony with their fellow man if his skin is "a novel and distinctive" colour. You've heard of the self fulfJJiing prophecy?
And yet the Green Paper always implies that Canada is peaceful and
tolerant by nature and that it is only the immigration of the Asians,
Africans, Latin Americans and Caribbeans that racial violence erupts.
Pontifically, the Green Paper reveals that the •'results of a recent study
commissioned by the Department of Manpower and Immigration indicate Canadian industry should continue to look principally to an expanding international market rather than to future increases in the size of the
Canadian population." If this sort of declaration isn't policy on the part
of our government and if we are really just being presented with choices
why does the Green Paper never consider the other alternative, a rise in
the population of Canada.
According to Andras and his department, "Canada's population is
approaching this point of balance" at which the population is just adequate for the land and the land is just adequate for the people.
Andras and his Green Paper go so far as to attempt to intimidate the
Canadian people, threatening them, with very veiled threats, threats that
they will lose their jobs ... "considering Can¥Ja's heavy investment in
its own training and educational establishments-the products of which
will be entering the labour force at an extremely high rate in the years to
come-the argument that an imported expert is "cheaper" than a
home-grown one has lost much of its validity as a principle of policy."
What is valuable as a "principle of policy"? Is it valuable to label people
"cheap" and "foreign" because the colour of their skin is different?

-------

Pa.per _

Economic threats hinted at
The biggest threat to the Canadian people that the Green Paper holds
over them is the economic one. Whereas in the last federal election
campaign just a short time ago, we were told by Trudeau, Andras and
their whole party that "the land is strong" now we hear from Andras as
he presented his Green Paper that we only "think of ourselves as
inhabiting a vast land mass .. (actually) ... one third of this is the granite
crust of the Pre-Cambrian Shield." However, in his concern to make
sure that Canadian people don't become overconfident in their situation,
Andras failed to mention that this same Pre-Cambrian shield contains
some of the richest mining territory in North America. An oversight or a
deliberate distortion?
The most obvious distortion of the truth contained in the Green Paper
is their treatment of statistics and their attempts to use these statistics to
alarm the Canadian people about the influx of immigrants. The Green
Paper calls the readers attention to "a pronounced change in the major
source countries,'' that is, more and more immigrants from Asia and the
Caribbean. The thing they don't say is that this was an increase in the
percentage of these people coming to Canada from almost zero to a very
small percentage. The biggest increase in terms of numbers of immigrants entering Canada came from the US, considered one of the "traditional sources".
The Green Paper calls attention to the fact that during 1968-73 period
the number of immigrants coming from Jamaica Increased while the
number from France, (a "traditional source") decreased. This may be
true but not at all alarming in light of the other facts which the government neglects to mention: the fact that in the period 1946-62 not one
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Coping With Correspondence
by Amy Vanderbilt
The majority of students are

my freshman year at Michigan
State was going to be a total drag,
until one day while I was lying in
Residence reading your mag, a

your charming, toothy smile! Some
of my fellow students are a disrefaced with the tedious prospect of putable lot—taken to dating on
maintaining regular contact with week-nights and other activities I
family and/or loved ones. To aid wouldn't dare mar your innocence
with this strenuous exercise, and by describing, but I always find
allow you to concentrate your total solace in a few decent kids and my
energies on your academic career thoughts of you. No matter the
(as all WLU students do) I would burden my professors pile on me
every week-end, I can comfort mylike to provide the following examples for the forms your letters self oh those lonely, studious
should take.
Saturday nights by stopping for a
moment to reflect on your spiritual
A letter to your parents must always instil an aura of innocence, beauty. As soon as possible I will
utter respectability and dire need wing by way back into your loyal
about your activities at university: arms, hopefully sometime in May.
Dear Mom and Dad: Hi I'm in the Your Loving Steady, Frederick.
library as usual and thought I'd 3) A letter to kindred spirits is sutake a moment in between thej two cessful only if it evokes the same
8,000 word essays I'm writing tq- reaction you yourself obtain from
night to tell you I'm thinking of reading the letters to Penthouse
you. Every evening finds me here Forum eg. "I was convinced that
in the library, withthe exception of
Thursday which is the evening my

Christian Youth Choir practices.
Unfortunately my book costs were a
trifle higher than expected and I
was disappointed to have to part
with the car to pay for my Sociology texts. I've been taking your
advice Mom, and eating six ounces
offresh vegetables twice a day. It
seems to have done the trick.
Thanks ever so much for the
cookies, unfortunately it seems my
room-mate has an insatiable appetite. Please write soon with all the
home and parish news. I simply
must get back to my essay, it's entitled "The Importance of a Stable
Family Relationship on a Child's
Intellectual Development." I will
be coming home as soon as the
work eases off, maybe April. Your
Loving Son, Freddy. x
2) A letter to your one and only true
love must exclaim the everlasting
strength of your fidelity, your new

on my

d00r...
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Yoga and Swim Classes

'

or anyone interested:
Staff, Students and Faculty.
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mysterious..." Dear Tony: This
will have to be short as I am totally
wiped out after another heavy session last night with Andrea, or was
it her room-mate Cynthia? Let me

see now which one is it that likes
whips? My floor already has the
worst reputation for its parties,
which is fantastic as that automatically eliminates the straight chicks.
As for classes I've yet to wake up
early enough to make it to any, but
have made a good impression on
my profs by throwing wine and
cheese parties every Tuesday. It
seems I'll have to finish this later as
I hear a distincdy feminine knock
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The Purpose of the course is to
improve breathing for people with
asthma, chronic bronchitis and
emphisema or other breathing
problems to be held at the Wilfrid
Laurier University pool WednesaY evenin9 9:30-11:00 pm, starting October 15,1975.Pre register
through the Waterloo Regional
Lung Association.
/
Call 579-1140.
No charge.
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ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY in the

Keller Room

for up to 575 people
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OKTOBERFEST
CELEBRATIONS
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Next Week

It

APPEARING TONITE ONLY

SOLID FOUNDATION
Evenings from 9p.m. No Jeans Please

FUN^Sf

found joy in platonic relationships
and above all your dedication to
higher education which keeps you

OKTOBERFEST
Oct. 10-18
Vienese Ballroom Music Makers
Kellar Room Hans Melcher

from Goderich on week-ends:

Dearest Eleanor: How can I put
into words how much I miss your
tender, but respectably placed
touch, your witty way of saying "I
wuv you, weally I do" when I'm
feeling frustrated and not to forget

-

-

475 KINGNORTH.WATERLOO
PHONE 884-0220
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ENTERTAINMENT
Rory Gallagher at his best
by Ross MacDonald
Last Saturday's concert in the
T.A. started off with a sigh ofrelief
when it was announced that
Mahogany Rush would not appear.
However this did not seem to dampen the spirits of the capacity
crowd which had come mainly to
see an Irish whizz-kid by the name
of Rory Gallagher. Even before the
band appeared, there was evidence
that the crowd was anticipating
Gallagher to be at his usual best.
Gallagher, as expected did not let
any ofhis fans down. It's enough to
make a person wonder if the guy
ever has an off-night. Throughout
the show, Gallagher played an excellent mixture ofblues and driving
rock, following much the same pattern as his concert last year at the
Lyric theatre. His repertoire of songs
reveals why he is regarded as
one ofthe best blues/rock guitarists
over the past few years. Since his

Europe and Tattoo, are both masterpieces and feature Gallagher at

his best. Credit should also be
given to the rest of the band, which
features Lou Martin on keyboards,
Rod DeAth on drums, and Gerry
McAvoy on bass and has been
Gallagher's regular band for the
past couple of years. Not only are
they fine musicians, but like Gallagher, they play harder than most
bands I have seen, never seeming
to let up to even to catch their
breath. Martin plays like a person
possessed, while McAvoy seems to
be concentrating on every note that
Gallagher plays. Although DeAth

was apparently sick, he didn't let it
show as he formed the basic beat
behind Gallagher's magic axe.
Gallagher started the show with
his classic and perhaps most popular
number "Messin' With The Kid"
from the Live in Europe album.
This features Gallagher at his
days with the now defunct band heavy-metal best and also highlighTaste, Gallagher, however, has ted was a fast-paced organ solo by
failed to gain the type of popularity Martin. However, this song only
granted to such guitar players as shows one side ofthe real Rory GalEric Clapton and JeffBeck. This is lagher. His next song, "Garbage
also reflected by his albums which, Can", shows the bluesy aspect of
although musically excellent in Gallagher's playing. It also gives
content, have not been big sellers him a chance to display his talents
by any means. Two albums, Live in as a vocalist, and in one part of

song, his guitar and voice were intertwined perfectly.
The remainder of the show feafrom his
tured mostly
Tattoo album, namely, "Tattooed
Lady", "A Million Miles Away",
and notably "Cradleßock", which
is highlighted by a mixture of
rapid-fire riffs and some of the
finest slideguitar this side of
Johnny Winter.
Halfway through the show the
backup band left the stage and Gal-

lagher slowed the pace down by
playing two numbers on a dobro
guitar. The second song, a blues

number entitled "Too Much Alcohol '', enabled Gallagher to prove
that he is not only a great Electric
guitar player. The disappointing
thing about this part of the evening
was that the crowd didn't seem to
appreciate Gallagher's "quieter
mood" and a few even chanted requests for other songs, and realizing this, Gallagher returned to the
basic pattern of the show.
Rory Gallagher deserves credit
not only as a musician but also as a
person. This cannot be said about
alot of bands. It is a treat to see a
group of musicians who give a full
effort for the entire length of the
concert. This is the main reason,
i

photo by Stauch

other than sheer talent, why Gallagher is so popular with the
crowds which attend his shows.
The amazing thing about last
Saturday's show was that Gallagher was forced to play straight
through due to the lack ofa warmup
act. However, this was not evident at

the 10:00 concert as Gallagher
showed no signs offatigue for a person who had already played for two
hours previous to this. He helps to
discourage the belief that concerts
are ripoffs and that most musicians
fail to earn their pay, which in many
cases, is quite true.

films:Canadian Mercy
by Randy Mank
Recommendation for Mercy, a
Canadian-made film currently
showing at the Capitol I in downtown Kitchener, could be termed a
major achievement for this
country's motion-picture industry.
For quite some time, Canadian
film-makers have been stifled artistically because ofa lack of money
and, of course, the Canadian government has not been able to provide enough subsidization to
satisfy a seemingly endless demand. The crucial point is that the
industry is still in its infant stages in
Canada and it must prove itself
worthy of an audience before
enough money can be made to increase the quality of the product to
an internationally competitive
level. In order to prove itself, financial gambles must be made
within the ranks. Director, Producer and co-writer Murray Mar-

kowitz has, indeed, taken a chance
in making this film and it appears to
be paying off.
The story centers around the
plight of a fourteen year old boy
(Andrew Skidd) who is charged and
later convicted of the rape and
murder of a young girl. Local residents will be well aware that the
movie is based on the controversial
Steven Truscott case of 1959. However, any similarity between the
movie and the Truscott case is discounted in a disclaimer at the outset. This is probably done to allow
for greater freedom in interpreting
those scenes which could be known
to none other than the real murderer.
The audience is witness to a
psychological study of the accused
murderer and, at times, can become quite involved in the
hopelessness of his situation and
the frustrations he suffers as a re-

To Be...
Thursday Oct. 9
—Concert: Peegy

Sampson,
violada gamba and Naomi Rowley, on the harpsichord;
12:30-1:20 in the Theatre Auditorium.
—Careers in the public services: Public Service Commission briefing session; 3:30 in

IEI.

Friday Oct. 10
—Hockey: Jr. A Rangers vs.
Hamilton Fincups; 8:00 at the

Kitchener Auditorium

Friday Oct. lO&SundayOct. 12

—The Women's Committee of
the

Kitchener-Waterloo

Art

Gallery presents KALEIDOSCOPE: An exhibition and sale of
weaving, jewellry,
pottery,
stationery, etc. This will be
shown at the KitchenerWaterloo Art Gallery from 1 pm
to 5 pm. This same exhibition
will also be shown Saturday
Oct. 11 and Monday Oct. 13.
Admission is $1.00 for Adults
and $.50 for children and Senior
Citizens.
Tuesday Oct. 14
—Film: SAC films presents
"Chinatown" starring Jack
Nicholson and Faye Dunnaway;
Two showings; 7:30 and 10:00
pm in Room IEI. Admission is
$1.00.

suit. This rather old mode is
brought off effectively by the
strong performances of a locally
chosen cast including the notable
character portrayals by Skidd as
theaccused murder, Bill Koski as a
detective, and Robb Judd and Mike
Upmalis as the "murderer's"
friends. Add to this some great
photography (sorry I didn't catch
the photographer's name) as well
as the local appeal and you have an
entertaining movie.
Admittedly, I'm showing a
strong Canadian bias. This film
probably won't win any major
awards. But look at it this way, if
you see this movie you may be seeing the beginning of a new vitality
in Canadian film-making. Some
day you may look back upon
Recommendation for Mercy as one
ofthe films that paved the way for
the development of the Canadian
movie industry.

THIS

WEEK'S
WORD
SCRAMBLE

Unscramble

the following
words and enter the answer in
the spaces provided. Then using
the circled letters make the
word that answers the clue—

Have a go at it or go in it at
WLU.
LUTFA
ALPSEE
TDOORC
EOTSPR

l.

A musical offering
by Agnes Day
Pianist Pierre Souvairan was
guest artist last week in the third
concert of the Music at Noon
series. He performed two bagatelles by Beethoven and works by
French composers Faure, Honegger, and Ravel. Displaying true artistry in his subtle interpretations of
the music, Souvairan was well received by the large audience.
The first in a series ofMusic Fa-

culty Studentrecitals was held Friday in Room 3C15. The programme

the Sechs Gellert Lieder of Beethsing 500,000 Roosevelte Purses.
oven sung by Nellie Schaltes and His ethnomusicological report on
Brahms Vier Ernste Gesange sung the Ainu tribe will therefore be deby Lilian Kilianski. All of the voclayed for a few weeks.
alists, singing extremely well, were
Miss Viola Dagamba was subject
enhanced by the accompaniment of to great embarrassment last week
Robert Hall. The concert showed when her G-string broke during her
some of the talent present in the rendition of Claire dc Lune. We
WLU Music Faculty and itishoped hope that this doesn't discourage
that the quality ofthe performances herfrom any further performances.
will be maintained in the future studentrecitals.
Musical Notes

featured Brahms Drei Intermezzi,
Word has been received that our
Op. 117 for piano played by John foreign
John
correspondent,
Bradley, three Biblical Songs by Deere, on sabbatical in Asia has
Dvorak sung by Marcus Kramer, been arrested for illegally posses-

YOGA CLASSES for beginners
and advanced students, every
Wednesday 10-11:30am, 12-1:30
pm, 7:30-9:00 pm.
14A Charles St. W.
579-3958
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Woody lives and dies

HIS «IA CODE NAME IS CONDOR.
IN THE NEXT SEVENTY-TWO HOURS ALMOST EVERYONE
HE TRUSTS WILLTRY TO KILL HIM.

but a pale imitation of Allen's cellent serious contrast to the abby Dennis Barber
Thank God that there is at least comic genius. Allen, unlike surd Allen in those moments when
one Woody Allen in the world. Just Brooks, develops a coherent story
he philosophizes on the state of his
imagine the absurd possibilities in- line that holds your interest while existence.
volved in sending Woody Allen on Brooks falls back upon cheap slapWhat sets Allen apart from
a search for God. This thought stick.
others is his comic genius and the
Allen's one liners are devastating uncanny knack he has for verbalizalone is enough toboggle the mind.
Love and Death, now playing at upon delivery. For example, who ing upon those absurdities that we
the Waterloo cinema is Allen's but Woody Allen would refer to see in our lives but somehow canmost sophisticated comedy advenGod as underachiever or look upon not describe.
ture to date. Without a doubt, Allen death as a means to cut out exTo really appreciate an Allen
film, you have to sit through itmore
is an accomplished master at show- penses.
In writing and directing this film, than once. Only then do you realize
ing us comedies ofthe absurd. He is
neurotic about his small stature, his Allen shows that he prefers to work how well conceived and funny each
questionable sexual status and the with the same people from film to jokeis. Allen doesn't let you offthe
fact that he seems to feel guilty for film. Actress Diane Keaton is back hook for one moment. He conbeing a Jew. However, Woody again with more dialogue and more stantly bombards you with Allen
Allen has been the only Jewish' jokes. This writer, having seen humour throughout the film. Love
comedian who has been able to every film that Allen and Keaton and Death leaves you with the feellaugh at his own jewishness with- have done together, gets the feeling ing that you shared a part ofcomic
out allowing the essential bitter- in this film that they have a very history. Things could be worse
ness to come through.
special relationship off camera as than to dielaughing in the middle of
A comedian like Mcl Brooks is well as on. Keaton provides an ex- a Woody Allen filfn.

DINO DE lAURENTIIS PRESENTS

ROBERT REDFORD/FAYE DUNAWAY
CUFF ROBERTSON/MAX YON SYDOW

Radio Laurier

Radio Laurier FM LP Chart

Radio Laurier

Oct. 6-13
(Based on listener response and
amount of airplay through the
week)

*

-

1 Christopher Kearney
Sweet Water Capitol
2 Suzi Quatro Your Mama
Won't Like Me - Capital
3
* Moe Koffman Best of
Moe Koffman - GRT
4 Blue Swede Out Of The
Blue Capitol
5 Muddy Waters-The*Muddy
Waters Woodstock Album
GRT
6 Keith Moon Two Sides of
the Moon MCA
7 Monty Python Matching
Tie and Handkerchief
GRT
* 8 lan Thomas - Delights GRT

--

-

-

-

-

-- -

*

-

-

A Ren9 Huggett Family
naisance Delight
A&M
10 Joe Droukas ShadowBoxing Quality

- -

-

*CT
Additions

-

Sha Na Na - Sha Na Now Quality
Tony Camillo's Bazuka - A&M
Soundtrack The Rocky Horror
Picture Show A&M
Renaissance - Scheherazade
and Other Stories GRT
Climax Blues Band - Stamp
Album GRT
B.T. Express - Non-Stop.

- -

-

Polydor

Ritchie Blackmore's Rainbow
Polydor

-

-

Tim Weisburg Listen To The
City - A&M
New Censation GRT
Bruce Springsteen - The Wild,
The Innocent, and The
Street Shuffle-Columbia
Bruce Springsteen - Greetings
From Ashbury Park N.J. Columbia
Bruce Springsteen Born to Run

- Columbia

-

-

Programming

Schedule
Monday
7:00 9:00 am Wes Snarr
9:00 12:00 am Gerry Ryan
12:00- 3 ;00 pm Ross Macdonald
3:00 6:00 pm Brad Towle
6:00 - 9:00 pm Lynn Burgess
9:00 12:00 pm Frank Turner
12:00 2:00 am George Kieltyka

---

Tuesday
7:00 9:00 am Open Show

---

9:00 12:00 am Jim Knight
12:00- 3:00pm Steve Mcintosh
3:00 - 6:00 pm Richard Hamson
6:00 9:00 pm Linval Ruddick
9:00 12:00 pm Bill Partington
12:00 2:00 am Dave Belme

-

Wednesday
7:00 9:00 am Jean Woods
9:00 12:00 am Nancy Gilchrist
12:00 1:30 pm Nate Belmont
1:30 3:00pm GreggMcCarville
3:00 6:00 pm Dave Crapper
6:00 9:00 pm Alan Marshall
9:00 10:30 pm Chris Poole
10:30 12:00 pm lan Dantzer

-

--

-

-

-

12:00 2:00 am Laura Watts

Thursday
7:00 - 9:00 am Paul Recce
9:00 12:00 am Jim McGrath
12:00 3:00 pm Ed Toombs
3:00 - 4:30 pm Scott Flicks
4:30 - 6:00 pm Helen McNaughton
6:00 - 9:00 pm Dirk Loose
9:00 - 12:00 pm Dave Dart
12:00 - 2:00 am Open Show

--

Friday
7:00 - 9:00amMichael Besworth
9:00 12:00 am Scott Courtney
12:00-3:00 pm Gar Woods
3:00 - 6:00 pm Sam Wagar
6:00 9:00 pm James Maclean
9joo -12:00 pm Bruce Westlake
12:00 2:00 am Steve Griffin
2:00 - 6:00 am Scott Flicks

-

-

Saturday

9:00 - 12:00 am BUI Allen

IN A STANLEY SCHNEIDER PRODUCTION
A SYDNEY POLLACK FILM

-

mam

12:00 3:00 pm Randy Mank
3:00 6:00 pm Ted Mathews
6:00 9:00 pm Magda Rigo
9:00 12:00 pm Nate Belmont

---

12:00 2:00 am Glenn Thompson
'
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9:00 12:00 am Doug Polzin
12:00 3:00 pm Noel Forde
3:00 6:00 pm John Swartz
6:00 9:00 pm Mahmoud Khalil
9:00 -11:30 pm Craig Hanson &
Doug Estey

11:30 2:00 am Klaus Raab

This week Radio Laurier features the distinctive music of
Jim Knight, Tuesday, 9 -12 am.
Radio Laurier continues to feature news interviews with members of the student activities
council. Bill McCullough will interview Blair Hanson, Student
Council President, on Wednesday, October 8, at 5:20 pm immediately preceding the 5:30
news. Tom Pippy, Student
Council Treasurer, will be featured at the same time, Thursday, October 9, and Aubrey
Ferguson, President of the
Board of Student Publications,
will be interviewed at the same
time on Wednesday, October
15.
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REFORMED
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CHURCH
Meeting at

Central Park
Centre

(Old Library Building)
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An important meeting for all
Radio Laurier members will be
held in Willison Lounge on
Tuesday, October 14, at 6:00
Stay tuned to Radio Laurier for
special presentations on Thankweekend.
sgiving
Radio
Laurier—a campus and community service for you!
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...he fought like an army and
lived like a legend.
Billy Jack Enterprises presents
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Hawks 39
Western

And more

15

SPORTS

And more
AND MORE

photos by

HOW DO I T.D.? LET ME COUNT THE WAYS

Weils

...

Hawks scramble and ramble over Stangs
pletinghis touchdown hat-trickand
kicker Mike Karpow converting all
three, as well as adding a 39 yard
field goal.
Western's touchdown came ona
22 yard touchdown pass early in the
second stanza from quarterback
Jamie Bone to his end Craig Labbett.
After starting out through the air
in that half, Westernreverted to the
running game with some success.
However, the Hawk defense tightened up as play went on and effectively closed off Western's attempts to gainreally goodfield position.
The Hawk offense controlled the
play in the half, whichalso gave our
game.
defense, sufficient time for
breathers. Taylor's scrambling was
Western greeted us off the opening kickoff with a sharp as a tack incredible, just ask the Mustang
passing game which stalled at the coaches, orfor thatmatter their deHawk 15. Former Hawk Gary fense. Each member probably lost
twenty pounds chasing Gord from
Mueller salvaged threefor the Mustangs with a 20 yard field goal, and the Conestoga Parkway to the
Hawks found themselves down Kitchener Auditorium.
early.
Because of the time factor inIn losses to Western last year, volved in scrambling, Taylor also
the Hawks were unable to catch up found several receivers could work
after falling behind early. Such was themselves open on long bombs,
not the case last Saturday.
and the mixture of passing and runTaylor came right back and ning proved deadly to the Mustangs.
mixed some fancy running with acThe Hawk lead was cut to 25-15
curate passing to work down to the
Western four yard line. From there in a rather dull third quarter that
he strided over for the major score was marred by penalties to both
and memories of the 1972 38-27 teams. Karpow hit on a 42 yard
playoff scorefest flashed through single, whileMule connected on his
second field goal for the Mustangs,
the minds of the alumni on hand.
For the rest of the first quarter, a 25 yard effort. Western's other
the defenses tightened up and two points came off a conceded
WLU went into the second quarter safety touch.
A long bomb to Rick Chalupka
with a 7-3 lead. We came out ofthe
second quarter with a commanding and a Glen Leach interception re24-10 edge, thanks to Taylor corn- turn set up both Hawk touchdowns

by Rick Campbell
Gord Taylor is fed up with me.
And he proved it last Saturday.
You know I haven't exactly
opened the floodgates of compliments for our offense so far this
season. But if Gord and the boys
keep racking up points the way
they did in last Saturday's 39-15
drubbing ofthe Western Mustangs,
goodness gracious, the waves of
praise will continue to flow!!
Let's see, 34 against the plumbers, 39 last week. Grouchy Marks
came up to me the other day and
said that someone's going to make
a movie about our offense and call
it the "Thirty" dozen.
Ahem. Ah, yes, the football

in the fourth quarter. Taylor in instant replay fashion rolled over for
his fourth of the day, and Scott
Campbell crashed over from the
four. Karpow converted both to
close out the rout at 39-15.
Taylor was the leading Hawk
rusher as he ran for two miles, er,

as a Hawk, catching four passes,
including two bombs of over 40
yards. Kemick now had 13 receptions in four games, and you have
to go a long way back in Hawk records to find someone to match that
feat.
Defensively speaking, number

bombs and scrambling are crowd-

135 yards. The significant stat is
that he passed for 223 yards, our
best passing attack in years. Who
was it that said we would need a
diversified attack to beat Western?
Oh, no matter.
Gord has already surpassed his
last season's throwing marks, an
excellent feat considering the season is just past the halfway mark.
Taylor had an excellent supporting cast in Saturday's game. His
scrambling was facilitated by good
follow-up blocking by the offensive
linemen and backs. Wide receiver
Wayne Kemick had his finest day

Guelph is in town this weekend
for
a 2 p.m. game Saturday at CenThe Gord Taylor Story v
tennial.
The Gryphons hold down
Saturday October 4, 1975
second spot ahead of the Hawks
135 yards rushing
due to their incredibly easy
223 yards passing
schedule. A win for WLU would
2 yard touchdown
vault us ahead of the Gryphs. We
2 yard touchdown
would be tied with them in the
7 yard touchdown
standings but would be ahead be8 yard touchdown
cause
of our win against them.
That's all folks
Despite their easy schedule, the
Guelphers are not to be taken easily. Hawks are obviousjy waiting
for theirchance to play the Lancers
and Pickett in two weeks time, but
at this point in the season it is essential to operate on a game to
game basis.
The win over Western virtually
assured us of finishing no worse
00, Rich Ott, might as well have than third, and having a good shot
donned a Western sweater, he was at second if we can beat Windsor.
in their backfield so much. Just a Cause after Windsor we play Mac,
super game. Ed McMahon filled in and after losing to York, several
Mac footballers have been seen
admirably for the injured Gary Wilaround the McMaster registrar's,
ton at linebacker. And the defensive backs made like a spread satin office. They might not have a team
finish on the Western receivers, by the 25th.
showing brilliant timing, and enCongratulations to the Hawks on
couragingly, showing that experithumping last year's College Bowl
ence has paid off.champs; a team that has 31 returAlthough Coach Newbrough nees. And uh, sorry offense if
was elated at beating the Mustangs you've been fed up with me so far
he added that he would like to see this year. But keep playing like last
more consistency in future games Saturday guys, and I'll do my
in the offensive attack. "Long damndest to make it up to'you.

pleasing, but there's no way you
can concentrate on them through-

out the game."
Hawks came

away

from

Saturday's game relatively injury
free. Wilton was injured in practice
last Wednesday and underwent
surgery on Thursday.
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Complex Corner
Touch Football

Insight
Out
We lost another good one last week.
No, Ron Ellis didn'tdie. Buthedid retire from hockey last Saturday,
which will have about the same impact on the Toronto Maple Leafs
and the National Hockey League. After ten sometimes rewarding,
more often emotionally taxing seasons, one of the bestright wingers in
the NHL has decided to put his family's happiness ahead of personal
gain.
I was just a little gremlin of about 10 years when I first became
acquainted with the name Ron El I is. At that time he was piay ing for the
talent-laden Toronto Marlies of the OHA, and along with linemates
Wayne Carleton and Pete Stemkowski, Ellis was a part of one of the

hottest lines in junior hockey.
Even in those years his conscientiousness showed through. Ellis
went to Downsview Collegiate in Toronto, the high school I was later
to attend. My older sister was going there at the time, and had to attend
cheerieading practice at 7 in the morning.
She would come home amazed, relating the story of how Ellis
would miss half a day of school to go to a game in Niagara Falls, get
back about 2:30 in the morning, and would be in the cafeteria at 6:45
a.m. doing homework. Ron Ellis, student and hockey player.
Because of his excellent skating ability and tremendous shot, Ellis
made the jumpfrom the Marlboros to the Leafs at a time when jump
meant a big jump into superior competition and not a jump from one
league to the next.
Ellis had a fine rookie season with the Leafs and became famous
around the league for his blazing slapshot and relentless checking.
However, he fell victim to what has loosely been described as the
"sophomore jinx", and aside from scoring slumps, he also suffered
several injuries which slowed him down.
Ron's next couple of years saw him mould a pattern which he
remained encased in for what has proven to be the rest of his career.
He remained probably the best checking right winger in the league;
his tenacious defensive work so impressed John Ferguson of the Canadiens that Fergie insisted that Ellis be a top pick to play for Team
Canada in 1972.
And Ellis did score 276g0a1s in ten seasons and had his finest season
last year. But through eagerness, timing, and sometimes sheer bad
luck; Ellis evoked little more than criticism and scorn from the Maple
Leaf followers for his "inability" to put the puck in the net. Twenty
seven goals a season. Some inability.
In this respect, I feel somewhatguilty. I'm a Leaf fan true blue as their
sweaters, and over the years I've been-somewhat dismayed by Ellis'
habits of overskating the puck, failing to shoot, missing from close in
and so on. At the same time however, I glowed inside when Ronnie
scored, just at seeing the happiness and contentment on his face.
Despite his miscues, there simply wasn't, and isn't, a Leaf who tried
harder to please his bosses and fans. What was the dividend? Nervous
tension, sleepless nights, countless criticisms.
This pressure almost did Ron Ellis in several times during the last
decade. No one is in any capacity who knows deep down he or she is
trying his best should have to put up with constant criticism. Not even
Ron Ellis, who did for ten years.
Life was not all hell for Ellis during that time.He experienced the
thrill of playing for a Stanley Cup champion in 1967, and was part of
Team Canada's best line in 1972. The latter was probably his greatest
thrill as he himself has been quoted as saying "It was so great to be a
Canadian and play for Canada."
That's the kind of person Ron Ellis is. Nothing but praise and good
words for everyone, including Harold "Charlie O" Ballard, the much
heralded head of the Maple Leaf herd.
The kind of person Ron Ellis is, is that he is turning down half a
million dollars overthe next five years. Being a rather unique figure in
the sporting world, Ellis has decided in the prime of his career that
family happiness and peaceof mind are more importantto him than all
the money in the world.
The decision to retire was no hasty one. He has often said that he
didn't want to suffer the dismal dccl me many put themselves through.
And he definitely hasn't left himself out in the cold.
El lis is into such operations as a small lodge operator with his father
near Huntsville, and Ron isn't the type to squander his savings like a
few rookies (and veterans) have been known to do in recent years.
There is I ittle doubt in my mind that he will have no problems adjusting to his new way of life.
Pro sport is a really funny world. Many times have sat and blamed
I
El lis for maybe costing Leafs a win. Several nights later I'd be cheering
for him loudest of all for his great game winning goal. We in the cheap
seats sure are lucky that players like Ellis aren't as fickle as we are.
Maybe if his efforts had-been slightly more appreciated by Toronto
fans, myself included, they would be seeing familiar number six for
several more seasons.
Gees, I sure hope this doesn't sound like a eulogy—Ron Ellis is only
about to begin to live the rest of his life. I only hope he discovers
quickly and permanently the quality of life he is so obviously searching for.
>
Let the Peles and the Catfish Hunters take care of theirfutures with
contractdickerings and huge sevenfigure bankrolls. Ron Ell is is taking
care of his with a slightly different, humane approach.
Hockey will miss him. But in this day andage, humanity needs the
Ron Ellises of the world much more than hockey does.
Rick Campbell

-

,

This very popular sport continues on the practice field every
Monday and Tuesday nights.
Last week Marshall scored two
touchdowns as Willison B3 shut
out the Wizards 24-0. In an interresidence battle Willison Bl
soundly thrashed Willison A2
31-10. Cavanaugh hit for 3 majors
for the winners. The Arts HI Suds
hit the win column by dumping A3
Little 28-6. Rutherford collected 2
tds, as did Marks. Bus 111 was pressed a litde harder in defeating Little
B3 12-2 with Armstrong hitting
paydirt twice. Another Bus 111
team had less luck though as.Little
Al defeated them 25-2. White
scored 3 times for the winners.

Hockey

Important notice. The intramural ice hockey league begins
shortly. Deadline for team and individual entries is this Friday, tomorrow at the Complex. Two dollars ($2) must accompany each
name, whether it be an individual
or part ofa team entry. Games will
be played every Wednesday at
McCormack Arena in Waterloo.

Go-ed Volleyball

There are only three teams entered in co-ed volleyball competition. More entries are urged in
order to make the league worthwhile. Games are played every
Tuesday night in the Complex
starting at 8 pin.

Tennis

The men's singles and the mixed
double deadline is this weekend.
The tournament begins on Monday
and later dates and deadlines will
be arranged as matches are being
played.

Tamiae
Tamiae hockey began its
schedule last Sunday night at
Wsterjoo Arena. Excellent turnouts were the rule as team rosters
averaged 16-18 players. Unfortunately the results of the final game
are not available.
However, in the opening contest
Bus IV and Bus 111 tied 1-1. Both
teams had glorious
opportunities but it took last minute markers by both teams to reach the L-l
verdict.

In the second game Ecies came
out strong and defeated Bus V 3-1
The score was 3-0 with less than a
minute to go, but defenseman Bob
Walton of Ecies made a* foolish
center ice error that cost the Ecies
goalie his well-deserved shutout.
Walton, in an office interview, admitted his mistake, and will be
benched for the next game.
Action resumes in Tamiae hockey next weekend, after a breakfor
this
weekend.
Thanksgiving
Players are reminded that half of
their yearly ice time must be paid
by next game, and Tamiae cards
must be presented.
Any player who does not meet
these stipulations will be dropped
from the roster as there are others
on a waiting list who are eager to
play and pay.

Bridge
Duplicate bridge continues tonight at 7:15 pm in the classroom of
the Complex. Winners of last
week's game were N-S first Marc
Kilgour and Gunars Subins, second
Stephen and Maureen Stake; E-W
first Russell and Susan Rodrigo,
second, E. Binkle and M. Lippert.

Sports Standings
TOUCH FOOTBALL

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
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Wind-sore?
As ofpress time,no definite solution has been reached in the OUAA
as to the post season status of the
Windsor Lancers.

If the outcome of the remaining
games goes as expected, Windsor
will finish atop the Western division and thus should have a home
playoff game against the fourth
place team.
The Lancers may be allowed to.
go as far as the Yates Cup, where

the CIAU would attempt to block
their participation. They will definitely not be going to the national
championship. And they may not
go past their final league game.
Don't worry, I'm just as confused as you are. So come on,
CIAU and OUAA, get the lead out
and settle this for once and for all.
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SHORT SPORTS
OUAA

Speaking of turkeys, the York
Yeomen won their first game since
Thanksgiving Day 1973"last Saturday by defeating the McMaster

tered a major score. Is somebody
boycotting Pickett?
Final standings in the west hinge
entirely on the imminent resolution
ofthe Pickett controversy. A negative response could see Windsor
barred from any post season action, which would greatly aid
Waterloo and Western playoff

Marauders 17-8 in Toronto. This
obviously isn't the year of the big
Mac.
Toronto and Ottawa remained
tied in the east with 4-0 records. hopes.
The Blues beat Queen's for the
second week in succession, 32-10. CFL
Ottawa meanwhile continues to
Upsets, upsets, upsets. Calgary
steamroll against fesable opposidemolished B.C. Saturday and
ton, beating McGill 35-14. The Saskatchewan turned back league
Gee-Gees, led by Neil Lumsden leading Edmonton on Sunday.
who literally won the scoring Meanwhile, another upset at the
championship in the second week Autostade as the Alouettes looked
of the season, have averaged al- poor in losing to the revitalized
most 50 points per game.
Blue Bombers 26-21.
Ottawa's weak sister, the CarlePlayoff picture is solidifying out
ton Ravens, were thrashed by West with the Esks, Roughies and
Guelph 30-10; Guelph continues to Bombers. Locally it will likely be
ride high due to their "rough" Alouettes, then Ottawa, and Argos
schedule. The truth of their talent and Hamilton will also finish the
should be obvious to Hawk fans season. But come playoff time,
this weekend.
could be a whole new ballgame.
And the plumbers are slowly
swirling down the drain as they
were shut out by Windsor 22-0. NFL
Significant attention must be paid
One weenie upset and one oh,
to the fact thatBruce Walker was at boy, what an upset. San Fran handquarterback for at least some ofthe led Kansas City,with ease, and can
game for the Lancers as he regisyou dig it, Philadelphia (yes they do

Jay-Vee Football
The Hawks were double winners
this weekend. In addition to our win
over Western Saturday, the Junior
Varsity Hawks went out to
Bluevale Collegiate Sunday afternoon and stomped Sudbury High
School 56-7.
' . One might ask why we played a
high school, but Sudbury, coached
by a WLU grad, has won its league
and wanted some action to stay in
shape for its playoffs. WLU dressed only 23 players so several went
both ways, and the majority ofthe
23 are just one year out of high
school themselves. So conditions
were somewhat equalized.
Quarterback Scott Mallender
was superb in executing the triple
option for the Hawks in the first
half. In the second halfRick Lewis
came on and showed similar poise
with the passing game. His favourite receiver was Steve Walters,
who caught a handful of passes and
also turned in an able defensive effort.
Ray Nicholson, Brent Scott,
Paul Falzon and Ken Doll all
showed promise and consistency at
running back, despite Coach Gary
Jeffries insatiable desire for razzle
dazzle football.
Paul Peacock handled out the

"T"
the

1
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too have a team) beat Washington
and George's Geriatrics 26-10.
Make a Super Bowl date for O.J.
and company, if they keep up the
form they showed in drilling Denver, they won't be stopped. New

Baseball

Hockey

Both major leagues are back at it
thjs week, starting offanother season. Some surprising scores in exhibition games, but safe bets indicate the leagues will not change
much from last season. Kinda too
bad if you're a Washington Capital

Both playoff series should be
wrapped up by press time. Cinci

and the Red Sox in the World
Series and can you imagine Bench
and the boys in Fenway Park?
Orleans is now averaging well over
three points a game, even if they Champagne for the Redlegs, Budweiser for the Red Sox.
are playing meagre opposition.

fan.

Women's Varsity News
After a tough week of tryouts,
Coach Sue Johnston has now chosen the women's volleyball team.
The team is as follows, Sharon Patterson, Marilynne Day, Kathy

Litman, Andy East, Debbie Allaby, Mary Rafferty, Anne Marie
Hawker, Judy Clerk, Karen
Chuba, and Lisa Bakody. The team
manager is Coreen Clatworthy.
Thanks to all the girls who showed
an interest. The team is now working hard towards their first league
game against Guelph and Windsor
here on November 14th.

Curling
Anyone interested in women's
varsity curling should make sure
they are present at the meeting on
Tuesday October 14th at 10am in
the Athletic Complex Classroom.
Ruth Cruise will be coaching the
team this year. She is an experienced playerand coach, and is very
enthusiastic so come out and make
the team a success.

Swimming
Barb Waldo will be coaching the
women's swim team this year. An

attempt was made to geta team last
year, but there was very little interest shown and thus it never got
off the ground. With Barb's expertise and enthusiasm and women
working hard towards competitive

Gary Jeffries
Razzle Dazzle Man
best block of the day when he simply stretched out a Sudbury gridder

on what was termed one ofthe hardest hits of the season, varsity or
junior varsity.
The Sudbury team looked on at
the Western-Hawk game Saturday,

and obviously their Saturday night
nightmares turned to reality on
Sunday.
The game, besides giving our
junior team some action, also gave
Hawk coaches a recruitment insight as to the kind oftalent which

will flock south from the northland

next season.

swimming, we hope to see WLU
participating for the first time in
OWIAA swimming. There was a
meeting on Thursday October 2 so
if you missed it and are interested in
varsity swimming please contact
Sue Johnston at the Athletic Com-

plex.

'

photo by

week.

SYNTHESIS STEREO SHOPS
50 WESTMOUNT PLACE
8 MARKET VILLAGE

WATERLOO
KITCHENER

Tel. 742-2401

visit THE LOBSTICK at No. 5
Market Village, Downtown Kitchener
We feature handwoven clothing, pottery,
jewellery, wood, glass, works of art
but there's more!
Kitchener's new and unique Market Village
is half a block east of the Farmer's Market
Open each Weekday, Thurs & Fri until 9 pm

579-5650
579-4990

BEST SELLING PACKAGE SPECIALS
PIONEER 300 RECEIVER LISTS
$557.80
2 SEI 3-Way Speakers
1 SEI Manual Belt Drive Turntable

SPECIAL $389.

For the finest
in Canadian
handcrafts

ace

Judy Clerk (right) returns to women's volleyball team chosen this

NIKKO

RECEIVERS AND
AMPS
30% off list clearance
(while supply lasts)
TURNTABLE SPECIALS

PIONEER 300 RECEIVER
1 Pair Audio Logic
LISTS
$664.85
1 Pioneer PLI2D

SPECIAL $499.

TDK TAPE SALE
continues
20% off (any quantity)

TAYA LPIOO (Built by Toshiba) Belt Drive
PIONEER PLI2D
SEI MANUAL BELT DRIVE
DC SERVO CONTROL PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE
jSEMI-AUTO BY KEIO
LENCO L65 Complete with M9l ED

119.00
129.95
109.95
199.95
249.95

KENWOOD SPECIALS
KR4400 Receiver (25 watts
R.M.S./channel)
lists $429.95 now $299.00

KR5340 (4 channel) Receiver
lists $449.95
now $329.00
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576-7730

another new column
pot producers in peoria
Hawks halter Mustangs
crowd rocks with Rory
musician drops G-string
Fred writes again
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